Abstract: Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are becoming more and more popular. However, the number of DSLs is still small when comparing to the number of existing applications. The results of our previous research showed that it is possible to speed up the DSL development process by aiding the first development phases (design and implementation). More specifically it is possible to generate DSLs from existing GUIs (Graphical User Interfaces) of component-based applications. Now we want to use the generated DSLs and their models to generate new user interfaces or even whole new applications. To verify this claim, in this paper we use existing technologies which simplify the creation of web applications: iTasks. We also describe stereotypes of creating GUIs which we used to extract data from existing applications and to generate new applications. In the last part of this paper we limit the types of applications, which can be used for extraction based on our experiments with the prototype. 
Introduction
Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are computer languages tailored to a specific application domain [1] [2] [3] [4] . DSLs provide language features tailored to a particular area of interest in the form of concrete syntax that incorporates notations from the domain and semantic analysis and optimizations that are typically not easily achieved in general purpose languages [5] . When comparing to general purpose languages (GPLs) (such as Java or C#), DSLs are more expressive and are easier to use while GPLs tend to be more general and are designed for solving problems in any domain. According to the empirical study of Kosar et al. [6] program understanding, in terms of learn, perceive and evolve, is much better for DSL programs than for GPL programs. DSLs are superior to GPLs in all cognitive dimensions that Kosar et al. define in their paper: closeness to mappings, diffuseness, error-proneness, role expressiveness, viscosity. Currently, DSLs are becoming more and more popular. However, the number of DSLs is still small when comparing to the number of existing applications. Despite their advantages, the cost of developing a new DSL is usually high [1] because it involves development of language parsers and generators along with the language. The implementation phase of DSL development is well documented by many researchers such as Mernik [2] but the analysis and design phases are still dropped behind. The various DSL development phases and the tool support of each of them is described in the article by Čeh et al. [7] . According to Čeh et al., the phases of a DSL development are: In our work we try to support the first phases of DSL development, more specifically the domain analysis, design and implementation phases. In 2013 [8] we showed that it is possible to speed up the DSL development process by providing ways to generate a first prototype of a DSL, which can be then extended with specific features. This DSL prototype can help DSL developers to develop DSLs more quickly by providing a basic implementation of a DSL (a draft) to start with. Unlike the current approaches, we use a unique method of analysing existing component-based user interfaces as sources of domain information. We experimentally confirmed that it is possible to generate DSLs from existing GUIs of component-based applications. In this paper we claim that based on these generated DSLs and their models, it is possible to generate new user interfaces or even whole new applications. To verify this claim we use existing technologies that simplify the creation of web applications: iTasks. We performed an experiment in which the DSLs and their models are automatically generated by our DEAL tool [9] . We implemented a new module into DEAL, which automatically generates new iTask applications based on a previously generated DSL. Through this experiment we aim to prove the possibility of generating a new UI based solely on domain knowledge that was extracted from an existing application. This concept of a "domain aware architecture" makes sense: after migrating to a new platform or a technology, the thing that with highest probability remains the same in the old and new applications will be their domain. By our approach, we try to preserve the domain model of an existing application for the purposes of further reuse in new application versions. In addition, in this paper we describe stereotypes of creating graphical user interfaces which are used to extract data from existing applications and to generate new applications. Some stereotypes were identified in our previous works, some were identified during the work with the iTask system. We realize that not every existing application can be used to extract domain information in the manner we describe in this paper. Therefore, in the last part of our paper we limit the types of applications, which can be used for extraction to ensure the highest possible degree of automation and the lowest amount of manual work needed after the generation process is finished.
Tasks and goals
In our previous research we strived for verifying the validity of the following hypothesis: (H1) It is possible to extract a DSL from the interface of an existing component-based application in an automatized manner.
The validity of this hypothesis was shown on an experiment [8] . In this paper, we will define a new hypothesis based on the previous one: (H2) It is possible to automatically generate a new GUI (or even a whole new application) from the previously extracted DSL.
A question is related both to hypothesis H1 and H2:
(Q1) To what extend it is possible to meet the hypotheses H1 and H2? How relevant are the results?
We try to satisfy the primary goal of this paper, which is to show the validity of the hypothesis H2 and to answer the question Q1, that means to define the boundaries, for which H1 and H2 are fulfilled. We assume the results will be strictly dependent on the application to be analysed (target application), namely on the following criteria:
• the programming style of the target application,
• the presence of components in the GUI of the target application,
• the types of components in the GUI of the target application, • the presence of domain terms in the GUI of the target application.
Based on the defined goals the following tasks arise:
• To design and implement a generator of GUIs. The input of the generator will be a DSL generated by the DEAL method and the output will be a new generated GUI.
• To perform a series of experiments on existing component-based applications using the implemented generator.
• To evaluate the results and to create a list of guidelines and restrictions for applications, which can be used for the extraction and transformation process of DEAL.
The DEAL method
We have performed a research in the area of automated domain analysis of UIs, described in detail in [10] and [11] .
Our method for extraction of domain information from existing GUIs is called DEAL (Domain Extraction ALgorithm). The input of DEAL is an existing system programmed in a language, which provides the possibility of determining the component structure (introspection), reflection and/or aspect-oriented programming. The output of DEAL is a domain model and, consequently, a DSL of the target application. The DEAL traversal algorithm was described in [11] and in [8] we introduced the method of the GUI → DSL transformation. The domain content of the target UI is extracted as a graph of terms, their relations and properties. We experimentally confirmed the possibility of extracting from Java and HTML applications [11] . Both languages meet the presumption to have the component nature and provide the possibility to determine the component structure. We also experimentally confirmed the possibility of extracting a DSL based on the extracted domain model [8] with existing Java applications.
Domain metamodel definition
The domain model holds the domain information extracted from an existing UI. Let us describe our domain metamodel using the following grammar 1 :
As can be seen in the first grammar rule, each domain model (DM) has its Name, which can be derived from the scene name. The DM also has the reference to the Scene which it was created from and it contains one root Term. 
The Name and optional Description represent the primary and secondary domain information extracted from the target component:
Sometimes icons also contain domain information -whether it is text encoded in the icon, or information encoded in a graphical image. That is why the terms contain Icons as domain-specific information:
Each Composite term contains information about the Relation between its children:
MUTUALLY_NOT_EXCLUSIVE
There are 4 types of relations in the DM:
• MODEL -it represents "and" relation and it also indicates that the term is a root node • AND -the children of this term are in an "and" relation.
• MUTUALLY_EXCLUSIVE -the children of this term are mutually exclusive.
• MUTUALLY_NOT_EXCLUSIVE -the children of this term are not mutually exclusive.
Each Atomic term can have a set of constraints limiting its use:
The constraints can be:
• DataTypeConstraint -represents the term's data type: String, Real, Numeric or Date.
• Enumeration -represents a set of term's possible values.
• Length -limits the maximum and minimum length of the term's value (only for String types).
• Range -limits the maximum and minimum range of the term's value (only for Numeric types).
• Regex -the values of the term have to comply to the pre-defined regular expression.
The domain metamodel defines the outputs of the DEAL method (domain models).
The DEAL method phases
The DEAL method can be divided into 5 phases displayed in Fig. 1 along with the output of each phase. The input of DEAL is the target application UI. The output is a domain model, which is further used in other processes. 
Loading and processing
The target application is loaded into memory and all its scenes and components are traversed and processed. The loading and processing phase is application-specific and the programming language of the target application has to provide means of introspection for this phase to be successful. Application-specific means that a new loading and processing algorithm has to be created for every new programming language of the target application. The output of the loading and processing phase is a an application UI model.
Extraction
The domain model is extracted from the application's UI using the UI model created in the previous phase. The extraction phase is component-specific. Component-specific means that a new handler has to be created for each new component type and programming language. The output of the extraction phase is an object representation of the domain model, which contains terms and their explicit properties, constraints and relations. The algorithm was described in our previous works.
Figure 2.
Removing of empty leafs -if there is any leaf, which does not contain any relevant domain information, it will be removed.
Figure 3.
Removing void containers and multiple nesting -if there is a composite term with no relevant domain information and its parent contains only this one term, then the composite term will be removed and its children will be moved to the parent.
Figure 4.
Shifting single leafs -if there is any composite containing only a single leaf child, the composite will be removed and the child will be moved to the parent of the removed composite.
Simplification
Filtering information unrelated to the domain. The domain model created in the extraction phase contains data not important for the domain model, such as empty terms (terms without any relevant domain information, created mostly from containers), general application-specific terms, etc. Filtering involves removing multiple nesting ( Fig. 2) , removing void containers and multiple nesting ( Fig. 3 ), shifting single leafs ( Fig. 4 ) and filtering out general application-specific terms. A void container is a term created from a component of type Container that does not contain any children. Some empty terms are essential for preserving the hierarchy of terms. However if the target application contains too many containers, it causes excessive deepening of the domain model hierarchy, which is not desirable. Therefore such terms have to be removed. The output of the simplification phase is a simplified domain model.
Derivation
Derivation of implicit relations. In DEAL, relations defined on parent terms define the relation between their child terms. Some relations can be directly derived from the component type (such as a list component with a single selection, where the items of the list are mutually exclusive). However, for some component types (such as tab panes in Java language or more common check box buttons), the relation can be determined only when evaluating the children of the parent. Such relations are derived in this phase. Derivation is defined in extraction handlers and is based on the identification of different types of components. The output is a simplified domain model with relations between terms.
Utilisation
Further usage of the model created in the previous phases in other processes such as generating a DSL [8] , generating an ontology [12] , generating new user interface, evaluating domain usability [13] , etc.
These phases are to be performed sequentially in the order they are listed here. Each phase uses the output of the previous phase. Once the domain model is extracted, it can be processed independently. Therefore the simplification, derivation and utilisation phases are not necessarily application-specific: they are the same for any target application.
The DEAL tool prototype
The DEAL tool prototype 2 is an implementation of the DEAL method on Java applications. Currently, DEAL uses YAJCo 3 language processor to generate grammars. More about YAJCo can be found in the publication by the authors of the tool Porubän et al. [14] . The DEAL tool prototype proves that it is possible to:
• traverse the GUI of an existing Java application, • extract domain information in a formalized form (domain model),
• generate a DSL grammar, model, and parser based on the domain information.
The DEAL prototype was tested on 17 open-source Java applications. Some of them are included in the DEAL project online. It is still in development and we are improving it based on the test results.
An example of the DEAL output for the person form (Fig. 5) is the grammar generated from the extracted model: The grammar is in the YAJCo notation and the rules for not-mutually exclusive terms (colors) are supplemented by the 0 − version because YAJCo tool does not support the "?" operator. However the results show that generating DSL grammars from existing UIs is definitely possible. Along with the grammar, YAJCo tool generates a JavaCC parser for the DSL.
DSL → GUI Transformation
The transformation process is described in Fig. 6 . The DEAL tool runs an existing Java application, traverses its components and extracts its domain model and a DSL. The DSL is available in an object model and it is created by directly transforming domain concepts in the DEAL domain model into language concepts. Based on the extracted DSL, a code for a new application is generated. The generated code is written in iTask and the GUI of the resulting application is created automatically by the iTask system. To generate iTask code we used direct transformation, the rules for which is described in the section 6.3. The functionality for generating iTask code was integrated into the DEAL tool for the purposes of this paper.
Why iTasks?
The iTask system (iTasks) is a task-oriented programming toolkit for programming workflow support applications in Clean [15] . Workflows consist of typed tasks that produce results that can be passed as parameters. From these iTask specifications, executable workflow systems -new functional GUIs -are automatically generated by the iTask system. We will explain the principle of iTasks on an example of an iTask code for a Person form (see listing 1). e n t e r P e r s o n : : Task MyPerson e n t e r P e r s o n = e n t e r I n f o r m a t i o n " E n t e r y o u r p e r s o n a l i n f o r m a t i o n : " [ ] In listing 1, the model of the application is represented by the MyPerson type along with its subtypes MyGender and MyColors. The derive class command creates the classes of MyPerson, MyGender and MyColors so they can be used in the subsequent code. The last two rows define a new task enterPerson. After adding the enterPerson task to the iTask System workflow, the iTask system automatically generates a web form displayed in Fig. 7 . The iTask system also creates means of checking user input (the green icons in Fig. 7 ).
As can be seen in the example, the same relations and properties extractable by DEAL can also be expressed in iTask:
• data types: expressed by the task type or by the data type property,
• mutually-exclusive relation: expressed by alternatives (e.g. in the MyGender type),
• mutually-not-exclusive relation: expressed by a Set (e.g. in the MyColors type).
Similarly to the enterPerson task, a task for viewing a person can be implemented using the code described in listing 2. 
Identified stereotypes
In our previous paper [11] we identified a number of stereotypes of creating UIs. Heuristic transformation rules for generating DSLs were later created based on these stereotypes [8] . In this section we will summarize all previously identified stereotypes and introduce a few new, identified during the work with the iTask System. Based on this list, we will define new transformation rules in the future, and then we will include them in the DEAL prototype. The list of stereotypes follows:
1. Hierarchical arrangement of components is usually very similar to (or the same as) the hierarchy of entities and properties in the domain model.
Labels have two functions:
• determine the purpose of other components by labelling them, • display data.
3. For data entry, usually textual, or other components are used. They can be of different types and they can have restrictions depending on the type of information entered (or it's length). 5. Applications, which provide an additional functionality, use additional functional components such as buttons or menu items. 6. Buttons are usually located in dialogs or windows and the result of clicking on a button is an execution of a functionality, which is predefined on the button in the code and a possible change of the application state. 7. Menu items are usually structured in menus and similarly to buttons, the result of clicking on a menu item is an execution of the predefined functionality and a possible application state change. 8. Functional components can trigger opening a new window/dialog or closing an existing window/dialog. 9. Tab panes are used to structure window content. Each tab has its name which identifies a sub-domain and all items located in the particular tab belong to this sub-domain.
Transformation to the iTask Code
To express some of the stereotypes mentioned above, iTasks contain the following predefined structures:
String -for textual information, Int -for numeric information, Date -calendar for entering dates, Note -for a long textual information, "|" operator -for a single selection, Set -to represent a list of values for multiple selection or to restrict the minimum or maximum value of data, GoogleMaps -for geographical location, Programmer defined types -to express structured information. and for each non-terminal in the DSL grammar, one property definition in iTask is created (e.g. name :: String in listing 1). In case of alternatives (a mutually not exclusive relation), a set is generated in iTask (e.g. the MyColors class in listing 1). In case of an or rule (a mutually exclusive relation), an or class is generated in iTask (e.g. the MyGender class in listing 1). The types of the DSL properties are directly transformed into the iTask code. For each new DSL, two tasks are created and added to the iTasks workflow: an enterInformation and a viewInformation task. The layout of the resulting forms is automatically created by iTasks, along with default buttons (if they are necessary). In addition, iTasks also provides a possibility to add programmer defined functionalities by creating Action tasks, results of which are menu items or buttons. OK, Cancel or Reset buttons are generated automatically, if the form requires them. The semantics of the graphical components is defined by their functionality. This is the reason why we can not extract the semantics of each component by our method. The functionality of commonly used actions, such as OK, Cancel, Reset, Save or the semantics of standard input components such as text field, check box or radio button, can be predicted and automatically generated into the iTask code. However, functionalities defined by the UI developer cannot be directly and automatically transformed into the iTask code without a deep source code analysis. The GUIs created by our module are not final, they represent partially functional prototypes and the transformation is aimed at DSL reuse. Therefore we do not define transformation for developer-specific components. To reproduce such specific functionalities, the developer has to be familiar with the Clean language and with the iTask system and manually enter the functionality of her/his specific components into the generated application. In addition to the DSL transformation, we also transform menu item components into the iTasks. For each menu item in the source application, a new menu item in the resulting application is created. However for the here mentioned reasons, the functionality of the menu items is not implemented.
Experiments and results
We created a prototype of the transformation module described in section 6 for the purpose of experimental verification of the hypothesis H2 defined in the introduction. The transformation module was integrated into the DEAL prototype. The input of the transformation module is a DSL and domain model generated by DEAL. The functionality of extracting DSLs from the existing application GUIs was already implemented in the DEAL prototype, the module for transforming the DSLs into the iTask code is new. The output of the module is an iTask application. We verified the transformation module on all 17 Java applications which are included in the DEAL prototype. The results can be summarized as follows:
• For the standard components, the transformation produced expected results.
• If the target application contained non-standard components, they were not extracted and therefore they were not present in the generated iTask application. Additional programming would be needed to include the support for non-standard components into DEAL.
• Although we were able to extract and generate all buttons and menus, the functionality of user defined buttons and menus could not be extracted and transformed into the iTask application. Such functionalities have to be manually programmed into the generated application code.
• Components without any identifier (i.e. label or tool-tip) were not extracted. If they represented a grouping node, a term with a randomly generated name (e.g. "Unknown123456") was created instead.
• The best results were produced from applications, which were simple forms, with a properly defined terminology and no special functionalities and components.
Based on the listed results we can conclude, that the highest possible degree of automation and the lowest amount of manual work after the generation process is finished can be achieved by selecting the target application which would:
• contain only standard components, • have properly defined domain model, • look like a simple form or dialog (or set of forms and dialogs) with standard functionalities (OK, Cancel, Reset).
The above defined characteristics represent recommendations for applications, which can be used as an input of DEAL in order to be used for generating new, functional UIs. Other applications can be analysed and transformed too, but much more manual work will be needed after the transformation. For each specific functionality, which is not defined in iTasks, new specific code is needed in the generated application code. To be able to create new functions, knowledge of the Classic language and iTask system is required.
Related work
Here we briefly summarize the different approaches related to: domain analysis, ontology extraction, GUI modeling, semantic UIs and reverse engineering.
Domain analysis
The domain analysis (DA) was first defined by Neighbors [16] in 1980 and he stresses that DA is the key factor for supporting reusability of analysis and design, not the code. The most widely used approach for domain analysis is the FODA (Feature Oriented Domain Analysis) approach [17] . FODA aims at the analysis of software product lines by comparing the different and similar features or functionalities. [20] and DSSA (Domain Specific Software Architectures) [21] . There are also approaches that do not only support the process of domain analysis, but also the reusability feature by providing a library of reusable components, frameworks or libraries. Such approaches are for example the early Prieto-Díaz approach [22] that uses a set of libraries; or the later Sherlock environment by Valerio et al. [23] that uses a library of frameworks. The latest efforts are in the area of MDD (Model Driven Development). The aim of MDD is to shield the complexity of the implementation phase by domain modelling and generative processes. The concrete form of a model depends on its purpose and level of abstraction. The more abstract the model is, the higher is the shielding of the overall code complexity. Models are used to increase productivity. Modelling is often closely connected with DSLs. The MDD principle support is provided for example by the Czarnecki project Clafer [24] and the FeatureIDE plug-in [25] by Thüm and Kästner. ToolDay (A Tool for Domain Analysis) [26] is a tool that aims at supporting all the phases of domain analysis process. It has possibilities for validation of every phase and a possibility to generate models and exporting to different formats. All these tools and methodologies support the domain analysis process by analysing data, summarizing, clustering of data, or modelling features. But the input data for domain analysis (i.e. the information about the domain) always comes from the users, or it is not specified where it actually comes from. Only the DARE (Domain analysis and reuse environment) tool from Prieto-Díaz [27] primarily aims at automatic collection and structuring of information and creating a reusable library. The data is collected not only from human resources, but also automatically from existing source codes and text documents. But as mentioned above, the source codes do not necessarily have to contain the domain terms and domain processes. The DARE tool does not analyse the GUIs specifically.
Ontologies as sources of domain analysis
Last but not least, the approach most similar to ours is the one proposed by Čeh et al. [7] . They proposed a methodology of transforming existing ontologies into DSL grammars and they present the results of their Ontology2DSL framework. The disadvantage in comparing to our approach is the little amount of existing ontologies available in ontological databases when comparing to the amount of existing software systems. The latest work in the area of ontology to DSL transformation is the one by Tairas et al. [28] . In this work the authors show a practical usage of an ontology to create a new DSL in the domain of Air Traffic Communication. Although the problem of non-existent ontology is still evident in this paper (the authors had to manually create their own ontology for the purposes of creating a DSL), the paper also touches feature modelling, i.e. analysing commonalities and variabilities of domain concepts. The knowledge of commonalities and variabilities of the domain concepts can further provide crucial information needed to determine the fixed and variable parts of the language [28] and this could be a significant extension of our approach. However, this problem is still open also in the work of Tairas et al. The ontological format also has its advantages. In our approach, a new domain model is created for every scene in a UI and the concepts in the resulting models are not interconnected. For example, let us have a dialog in the JabRef 7 application, which provides a selection of different types of bibliographical references: article, proceedings, book, etc. And the main JabRef window contains secondary information about a single reference, e.g. a title, authors, date, etc. After the extraction with DEAL, we have two domain models which are not interconnected. E.g. it is not clear that a reference of type article can have a booktitle. To create this reference, we need language composition. To our knowledge, there is no automated support for language composition in the area of DSLs.
Since ontologies are a standard, there is a wide support for working with ontologies and one of them is ontology merging that could be used for composing two models. For this purposes we developed an approach of generating ontologies from our domain models in [12] . This way, the ontologies created by our DEAL method could be used in the ontology to DSL transformation described by Čeh et al. and Tairas et al.
Ontology extraction
Many approaches are targeted to ontology learning. Results are almost always combined with a manual controlling and completing by a human and as an additional input, almost always some general ontology is present (a "core ontology") serving as a "guideline" for creating new ontologies. Different methods are used to generate ontologies: i) clustering of terms [29, 30] , ii) pattern matching [29] [30] [31] [32] , iii) heuristic rules [30] [31] [32] , iv) machine learning [33] , v) neural networks, web agents, visualizations [30] , vi) transformations from obsolete schemes [32] , vii) merging or segmentation of existing ontologies [29, 34] , viii) using fuzzy logic to generate a fuzzy ontology, which can deal with vague terms such as FFCA method [35] or FOGA method [36] , ix) analysis of web table structures [31, 37] , x) analysis of fragments of websites [38] .
GUI nodelling and Semantic User Interfaces
Special models are designed specifically for modelling UIs or for modelling the interaction with UIs, whether they are older, such as CLASSIC language by Melody and Rugaber [39] , or modern languages, such as XML, described in the review made by Suchon and Vanderdonckt in [40] . Paulheim [41] designed UI models of interaction with users. For UI configurations usually models such as configuration ontology designed for WebProtégé tool in [42] are used. The most complex UI model was designed by Kösters in [43] as a part of the modelling process of the FLUID method for combined analysing of UIs and user requirements. A part of Kösters model is a domain model and model of UI (UIA-Model). Our model was slightly inspired by Kösters work -however we use domain-specific modelling without the relation to user requirements, therefore our model is simpler. An interesting work was made in the area of semantic UIs by Porkoláb in [44] .
Reverse engineering
Only a few works in the area of reverse engineering will be mentioned since our work is primarily focused on the area of domain analysis, not on reverse engineering. However, there are several works closely related to our work. Specifically, they are either reverse processes compared to ours (i.e. generate GUIs from domain models), or they produce other outputs than a DSL grammar:
• a GUI-driven generating of applications by Luković et al. in [45] , • generating of UIs based on models and ontologies by Kelshchev and Gribova in [46] , • deriving UIs from ontologies and declarative model specifications by Liu et al. in [47] , • program analysing and language inference [48] .
A very interesting process is also seen in [49] where authors transform ontology axioms into application domain rules however the results are not as formal as our DSL grammar.
DSL and Grammar Inference
Grammatical inference can be used for grammar extraction from input examples as shown in [50] by Hrnčič et al. Their MAGIc (Memetic Algorithm for Grammar Inference) algorithm derives grammars using the combination of a population-based evolutionary approach and local search techniques. The initial population of grammars is not generated randomly, but it is generated from input examples. Each initial grammar parses one input example. Sabo et al. on the other hand perform a specification of computer languages using inference from program examples [51] . These approaches directly touch our approach. The examples of programs can be provided by domain experts and the grammars, or DSLs respectively, can be directly derived from the concepts and operators used in those examples. To be able to create a DSL of a high quality, a high number of examples is required. In our approach, a similar technique could be applied. When a user inputs data into a UI form, (s)he practically creates sentences in the GUI programming language. If the GUI form is created with means of checking the input data (e.g. the format of dates is checked by the program), then the form can be used to evaluate the correctness of the sentences written by users (if the sentence is not correct, the OK button will not lead to a new scene and require the input again). The same it is with grammars and textual examples. This correspondence between grammars, their parsers and GUIs is obvious even more when creating ontologies from existing GUIs [12] . The data provided by users represent ontology individuals and the form definition represents an ontology class. Individuals should correspond to classes. Using the DEAL method, a set of examples can be automatically created from the inputs provided when using the GUI forms by users. Imagine a situation, where a personnel manager works with an application for managing company employees. Since it is a big international company, the personnel manager uses the application on a daily basis (i) to input data about new company employees; (ii) to change information about the existing employees; and (iii) to remove the fired employees from the company database. Using our DEAL method implementation, running in background, we could track all the data submitted by the personnel manager. Not only that, we would also be able to check if the data were correct or incorrect. Let us assume, that when successfully entering a new employee (or when modifying an existing employee), the input form will be closed and the main screen of the application is displayed. When incorrectly entering an employee, the user is simply prompted to enter the information again. Based on the behaviour of the application after submitting an employee, we can detect if the data were correct (a new scene was opened) or incorrect (the same scene remains opened). This way we could automatically collect a set of examples of sentences along with the information about their correctness. These examples can then be used for grammar inference. The advantage of such approach would be the natural way of entering information into a user interface, which the users use on a daily basis, while they are not disturbed from their ordinary work. To ask them for a textual notation of a DSL sentences is not only unnatural for users, it is also time-consuming -they entered the information into the system once, why should they write it again? After creating a DSL from the GUI, the correctness of the sentences evaluated by the GUI form can also be evaluated by the DSL parser (which is automatically generated by DEAL, too). This way we would be sure of the DSL correctness. We think, that to infer a DSL grammar, not only correct, but also incorrect examples should be considered. The approach of comparing the results with an existing GUI would have means to evaluate both syntactically correct and syntactically incorrect examples and to modify the DSL grammar accordingly.
Conclusion
In our previous research we proved the possibility of generating DSLs from existing GUIs of component-based applications. Based on the DSLs, it is possible to generate new user interfaces or even whole new applications, which we showed in this paper. We designed, implemented and experimentally verified a DSL → GUI transformation module. As an input we used the outputs of our current project, DEAL: DSLs generated from UIs. To create the output, we used existing technologies which simplify the creation of web applications: iTasks. Through experimental verification we aimed to prove the possibility of generating a new UI based solely on domain knowledge extracted from an existing application. We also listed a number of previously identified and new stereotypes, which were used to create transformation rules for the DEAL extractor and generator. Although the generation process provided expected results for form-based applications, for more structured applications with special components and programmer defined functionality an additional manual work is needed after the generation process. In the last part of the paper we limited the types of applications, which can be used for extraction to ensure the highest possible degree of automation and the lowest amount of manual work after the generation process is finished. In the future we plan to improve DEAL to support more component types based on the stereotypes defined in this paper. Primary, the DEAL tool will be used to evaluate domain usability of existing user interfaces.
